
  

 

 

 

 
MULTIVERSAL REALISM 
Geometries of the wind 

 
 
 

Interplay between art, science, poetry and music in 
Lars Physant's artistic universe. 

 
 
Lars Physant, who has for a long time inhabited a prominent place in the art world, has explored the 
formation of images in an artistically convincing way in the boundaries between abstraction and 
figuration and between form and colour.  In his pictorial universe there is also an impressive 
interplay between art, science, poetry or music. He has worked with enormous energy and 
consistency at achieving a very original mastery of painting and made new and unexpected aspects 
of our world visible through his art. Or as the French philosopher has described it:    
 
The  radiation of the visible is what the painter seeks under the name of depth, of space, of colour. 1 
 
The essence of Lars Physant’s paintings is an artistic interpretation of the process of seeing and the 
painterly parallels to the repeated challenges to the viewer’s visual experience. This is because his 
paintings consist of a complicated network of fragments from the natural world and indiscernible 
transitions between the non-figurative and the figurative. The first element in his process of artistic 
creation is the generation of a completely abstract white relief structure built up of various pieces of 
canvas with different textures. On this network of abstract fragments he paints corners of nature 
which can never be seen at the same time in the real world, but which can only be visualized 
simultaneously in the artistic universe. Out of this emerges what he himself earlier has called  a 
”united, divided reality” and  "contrapuntual realism" , because his art contains a richly varied and 
complex network of fragments with many complementary colours and contrasts that can be 
described as counterpart to contrapunct in music. He has always underlined that, for this reason, the 
interpretation of his art demands a “simultaneous perception” or a “plurality of views”.  The works 
that he presents in this exhibition are characterized by what he calls “multiversal realism”.  The 
name given to a Universe that consists of bits and pieces is called “multiverse”. It means that our 
Universe may actually be part of a much larger “collection” of Universes.2  In Lars Physant’s 
perspective, ”multiversal realism” means therefore that his pictorial universe is composed by ”small 

                                                           
1 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception, Northwestern University Press, 1964, p. 167 and 
p. 182.    
   
2 In his 1895 essay Is Life Worth Living? the American philosopher William James wrote, “Truly, all we 
know of good and duty proceeds from nature… [which] is all plasticity and indifference – a moral 
multiverse, as one might call it” and a new word was born. A century later, and James’s neologism has 
been commandeered by physicists and pressed into service in a somewhat different context. These days 
‘multiverse’ refers to the literal existence of multiple universes. But is such a thing even possible? (..). If a 
multiverse exists, one of its component universes must be exactly like ours, because here we are. It 
follows that any evidence we can ever collect in our universe will always be consistent with some sort of 
multiverse. See "The Multiverse Conundrum". Tim Wilkinson on the physics & philosophy of parallel 
universes. https://philosophynow.org/issues/89/The_Multiverse_Conundrum  



universes”, which the viewer can grasp as a entirety through a longer observation that leads to 
different interpretations of our world. His paintings also reveal new aspects of the sight experience 
and thereby stimulates us to catch sight of the aspects of nature that we have failed to notice and 
often are simply not aware of. In his art we always find references to infinity and visualizations of 
the idea that we can only appreciate the surrounding world disjointly and in bits but art can provide 
an idea of totality.  
 
The variations in the rhythms and in the formation of spaces within his paintings are endless. His 
luminous palette is very sensuous. Together with the evocative colours and the impressive 
transitions between light and shade, an intense atmosphere is created which draws us into a magical 
sphere and stimulates us to experience it with the entire body and all its senses. His colour fields 
have a contemplative intensity and invite a surrender of self. Painting is for him "forming with 
colour" and using the language of art to express human values and open to new dialogues between 
the local and the global.  
     
He has ingeniously/extraordinarily combined slices of reality which are experienced at different 
moments of the day and interpreted through a diversity of angles. He has created a multiversal 
micro cosmos.  In this way he succeeds in providing us with a larger and more multifaceted 
experience of the world than those we have in our daily life. This experience has such an intense 
effect that it stimulates the viewer to almost become a part of the visual world he is viewing. The art 
historian and professor of philosophy Rafael Argullol has expressed this viewpoint as follows: 
 
His is a turbulent beauty, in which the chaotic power of pain and misery often flourishes. However, these elements are 
transformed by Physant's brush-strokes to the point where viewers are lured into interacting with what is before their 
eyes.3  
 
 These features are clearly seen in the painting Zephyr. Vindens Kalpavriksha (2014), where the 
surprising cuts of the picture surface create a large image space with a multiplicity of perspectives 
and light-filled figurations, which draw the viewers into the landscape scene so they nearly become a 
part of it. In the middle of the painting we can see a tree shaped by the wind. It refers to the 
kalpavriksha which is a wish-fulfilling divine tree in Hindu mythology and symbol of hope. 
  
 In a series of paintings, Lars Physant has been engaged in what he calls ”geometries of the wind” 
and has expressed them on canvas.  In  La pasión del viento.  Ondulación de la percepción.(2014) we find 
close-ups of the movement of the wind, light and colours that create a geometric wave pattern 
effect, which also transmits feelings and sensations.  In La pasión del viento. Ondulación de la 
percepción.(2014) the viewer’s eye must embark on a demanding “journey” where he runs into 
surprising and rapid shifts from one state to another and a wealth of unexpected formal elements 
and radiant colour vibrations.  
   
The outstanding Spanish poet, Carles Duarte, has interpreted this labyrinthine ”journey” inside the 
painting in a clear and poetic way.  His interpretation of the relation between the fragmented world 
that we try to grasp and the artist’s capability to unite it into an entirety in La meditación del viento 
(2010) goes as follows: 
 
The Wind 
That turns the air into glass 
Tears up the horizon 
And mends it again. 
 

                                                           

 



The wind’s undulatory motion in Vindens hjerte. Mar de luz. (2011-2013) has been recreated by Carles 
Duarte in a rhythmic poem: 
 
 
The wind draws 
an open stroke of waves 
a clear oscillation 
like the throbbing blood. 
 
 In Lars Physant’s illustration of Federico García Lorca’s suite of poems Ferias (1921) we also find 
dialogues between the worlds of visual art and poetry.  In all poems there are surprising and 
unexpected leaps from one situation to another, as well as there are endless changes of mood and 
expressions of the inexorable law of transformation.  Lars Physant has succeeded in recreating 
exactly this richness of contrasting situations and moods through his completely original 
composition technique, intense brush-stroke and radiant colour vibrations.  
 
In Transcendencia. Viento del color. (2014) one of the paintings of the exhibition, the power of light and 
colour is so strong that nature’s shapes and outlines disappear and we face a nature scene where only 
waves of light and beams of colour fill the surface of the painting. 
 
 The essence of Lars Physant's art can be found in the following quotation from the famous English 
painter Francis Bacon: 
 
Great art is always a way of concentrating, reinventing what is called fact, what we know of our existence – a 
reconcentration... tearing away the veils that fact acquires through time. (..) An illustrational form tells you through the 
intelligence immediately what the form is about, whereas a non-illustrational form works first upon sensation and then 
slowly leaks back into the fact. 
 
In his paintings Lars Physant produces the unexpected and offers new possibilities to experience 
and understand the world around us and the inner life.  He provides us with a vision which is 
capable of transcending the present condition, highlights the mysterious and makes the world of the 
imagination a part of our daily lives. His experience of the world is often in parallel to that of 
William Blake, who expressed it as follows:  

To see a World in a Grain of Sand And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand And 
Eternity in an hour.  
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